Abstract-A pattern of a sequence is a sequence of integer indices with each index describing the order of first occurrence of the respective symbol in the original sequence. Several recent works studied entropy and entropy rate of patterns. Specifically, in a recent paper, tight general bounds on the block entropy of patterns of sequences generated by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sources were derived. In this paper, precise approximations are given to the pattern block entropies for patterns of sequences generated by i.i.d. uniform and monotonic distributions, including distributions over the integers, and the geometric distribution. Numerical non-asymptotic bounds on the pattern block entropies of these distributions are provided even for very short blocks, and even for distributions that have infinite i.i.d. entropy rates. Conditional index entropy is also studied for distributions over smaller alphabets.
can be compressed separately (see, e.g., [1] ). Pattern entropy is also important in learning applications. Consider all the new species an explorer observes. The explorer can identify these species with the first time each was seen, and assign indices to species in order of first occurrence. The entropy of patterns can thus model uncertainty of such processes.
Initial work on patterns [5] , [7] , [11] , [15] , [16] , focused on showing diminishing universal compression redundancy rates. The first results on pattern entropy in [11] , [14] , [16] , however, showed that for sufficiently large alphabets, the pattern block entropy must decrease from the i.i.d. one even more significantly than the universal coding penalty for coding patterns. Since # % ¥ S R ¡ is the result of data processing, its entropy must be no greater than . Subsequently to the results in [14] , it was independently shown in [4] and [8] that for discrete i.i.d. sources, the pattern entropy rate is equal to that of the underlying i.i.d. process.
In contrast with the block entropy, for smaller alphabets, the conditional next index entropy T V U # # § is guaranteed to start increasing from T V U ¥ R after some time 7
. The gain (decrease) in block entropy is thus due to first occurrences of new symbols, and gains only occur before first occurrences become sparse. This observation, pointed out also in [4] , [8] , gives rise to a possibility of diminishing
overall per block decreases of
. In [12] , general tight upper and matching lower bounds on the block entropy were derived. This paper continues the work in [12] , and uses the bounds derived in [12] and their derivation methods to provide very accurate approximations of the pattern block entropies for uniform and several monotonic i.i.d. distributions. The complete range of uniform distributions, from over fixed small alphabets, to over infinite alphabets, is studied. Monotonic distributions from slowly to fast decaying ones are considered. It is shown that the pattern entropy can be approximated even for slowly decaying monotonic distributions with infinite i.i.d. entropy rates.
The complete derivations of the bounds presented in this paper appear in [13] . The derivation methods are based on those in [12] . The probability space is partitioned into a grid of points. Between each two points, there is a bin. Symbols whose probabilities lie in the same bin can be exchanged in ¡ to provide another sequence ¢ ¡ with # % ¥ ¡ ¤ # % ¥ ¡ and almost equal probability. Counting such sequences, packing low probability symbols into single point masses, leads to bounds on
. Proper choices of grids are key for tightening bounds.
Section II gives some preliminaries. General bounds (somewhat modified) from [12] are reviewed in Section III. Next, Sections IV and V summarize pattern entropies for different distributions for uniform distributions and monotonic distributions, respectively. Finally, Section VI discusses the conditional index entropy for small alphabets. 
. Boldface letters denote vectors, and capital letters will denote random variables. The probability of
The i.i.d. entropies above pack low probabilities into one or two point masses. The following lower bounds were derived in [12] .
, and
, and all terms but the leading ones in (15), (16) and in the second argument of the minimum in (22) are
. Second order terms are described in Theorem 1 more explicitly than in [12] and some terms are tightened (in second order) to allow use of the theorem for practical X (derivations of the explicit terms do follow [12] is a correction from separation between "small" and "large" probabilities. Specifically, for
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. This also generalizes the upper bounds in [12] because two separate bins with probabilities asymptotically smaller than 7 p X can be created. This is useful in obtaining tighter bounds for fast decaying distributions, such as geometric distributions (see Section V). The proof of the generalization is identical to the proof in [12] . Probability is sequentially assigned to the joint index-bin sequence ¥ ¡ © ¡ . Repetitions are assigned the mean bin probability, and first occurrences of an index in a bin are assigned the remaining bin probability. In bins u and 7 (or bin u A 7
), repetitions are assigned smaller probabilities (which are optimized), and first occurrences thus greater remaining bin probability. The average description length of this code bounds the pattern block entropy (see [12] for details). The bound in (27) uses the better decrease in the pattern entropy that can be obtained in each large probability bin. The second (second order) term is the quantization cost in all bins. The coefficient is tightened from [12] based on (9) in [12] to allow tighter bounds for finite 
W ¤ ¥X
or larger is also interesting in applications of population estimation from limited observations (see, e.g., [9] ). For uniform distributions, all symbol probabilities are in the same bin, (also, unlike other cases, [12] can be simplified to derive tighter bounds due to the simplicity of the uniform distribution. First, however, the bounds derived from the general bounds in Section III are given in the following corollary: 
which yield 
V. MONOTONIC DISTRIBUTIONS
While there exist processes for which the i.i.d. entropy cannot be bounded, the pattern block entropy, while it still increases with X (giving an infinite entropy rate), can be explicitly bounded.
A. Slowly Decaying Distribution Over the Integers
Consider the distribution over the integers
The distribution in (38) is particularly interesting for
, where
. This was used to demonstrate several points in [4] , [8] . In particular, in [4] , it was used to show that there exist i. 
Lower bounding the two sums by integrals
Tighter bounds (on both ß and T V U ¥ R ) can be obtained by numerically summing more components of the sum, and using the integral bounds only on partial sums. The pattern entropy is bounded as follows:
, and , but also in a very significant decrease of
, where specifically
is finite even for 9 y 7
. While
T V U ¥ R
in this region is dominated by small probabilities,
is dominated by the larger ones. The decrease between the two is thus dominated by the fact that small probability symbols rarely repeat. As 9 increases, (38) decays faster, the process is dominated more by the larger probabilities, and the decrease from 
B. The Zipf Distribution -A Fast Decaying Distribution Over the Integers
Now, consider the Zipf (or zeta) distribution over the integers (see, e.g. [22] , [23] ) given by
The pattern entropy is bounded as follows:
More precisely, that may or may not occur. The remaining coefficients reflect decrease in entropy due to very low probability symbols, which are unlikely to occur in . Figure 3 shows the asymptotic bounds of Theorem 5 in (51) as well as non-asymptotic bounds (which are derived in the proof of Theorem 5 in [13] ) for different 9 and X . The gaps between the asymptotic and non-asymptotic behaviors are greater for smaller 9 and smaller for greater 9 . For small X , second order terms are more significant. However, for larger X , the gaps between the bounds become negligible. (Specifically, only for 9 ¤ " u u A 7
, the asymptotic curves do not overlap the non-asymptotic ones on the right graph. For such low 9 , curves for lower and upper bounds do overlap.)
C. Geometric Distribution
The geometric distribution, which decays faster than the preceding distributions, is given by . Due to the very slow rates, second order terms are necessary in (53) for more accurate approximations. The proof of Theorem 6, presented in [13] , is used to obtain numerical bounds even for relatively small X . Figure 4 and Table I ) will eliminate the last three expressions in (55) of the asymptotic bound. However, it will not result in a tighter asymptotic curve.
Due to the fast decay of (52), the decrease of
is much smaller than in the preceding cases. Yet, for smaller b , (52) decays slower, and Figure 4 and Table I, 
As shown in

